EXCLUSIVE LEADERSHIP WEEK-END
*FOCUS *INTUITION *EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE *MOTIVATION
All-Inclusive Leadership Training in Bansko
May 2019: From Friday 24th to Sunday 26th
We are enthusiastic about introducing an exclusive event meant to enhance your leadership skills and your personal development.
You will benefit from breathtaking landscapes in the National Parc of Pirin, the optimal place to recharge yourself, discover your hidden
skills and make meaningful connections with like-minded people.
Only one motto: Just be yourself!
We will take care of you with both professionalism and confidentiality during this uncommon journey to a better understanding of yourself.
We will stay close by at any time.
Take this unique exclusive opportunity to live a deep and versatile experience that will help you be the great leader you deserve to be!
PACKAGE RATE PER PERSON: 3980 BGN (not subject to VAT), All inclusive (Hotel…)*
Booking limited to 6 persons maximum - Book before 10/05/2019 to secure your participation
*Includes:

*Additional offers:

- Two nights at the Hotel Kempinski Grand Arena Bansko in a

- Extra guests can join during the week-end at an extra cost,

-

Deluxe
Mountain View Room (access to SPA, Thermal Zone and
Swimming Pool included)
Welcome cocktail, meals at the Come Prima Restaurant and
snacks prepared by Hotel Kempinski
Workshops/activities
Coaching Session
Transfer to the coaching zone
Insurance coverage
Spoken language: English, German and French
Training certificate + Photo portfolio

contact us for Hotel Kempinski special rates.

- Extra dates for the “Exclusive leadership Week-end” will be
running:

- 31/05 to 02/06/2019 - 12/07 to 14/07/2019 - 13/09 to
15/09/2019

- Extra dates for the “Exclusive Leadership Weekdays”:
- 12/06 to 14/06/2019 - 17/07 to 19/07/2019 - 18/09 to
20/09/2019

*Do not Include:

- Transport to Bansko
- Hotel extras

Please turn over for detailed program

+359 87 629 5611
Bansko, Bulgaria

info@khrisallis.com
www.khrisallis.com

YOUR PROGRAM

*FOCUS *INTUITION * EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE *MOTIVATION
All-Inclusive Leadership Training in Bansko
May 2019: From Friday 24th to Sunday 26th
Friday 24th of May
・Check-in at Hotel Kempinski Grand Arena Bansko starting from 2:00pm
・Program presentation, Introduction and welcome cocktail
Saturday 25 of May
・Introduction to a horse herd and operational efficiency - What can we learn from horses in terms of
“Leadership”?
・ “Meet the horses”, Equine Assisted Coaching at the stable in Razlog, become aware of your interpersonal
behaviours and your communication skills.
・ “Swing the ball in the hole!”: How to achieve my goals as a Leader? Golf activity at a putting range (Pirin Golf
Course).
・ Didn’t you swallowed the cryptocurrency and blockchain pill yet? Common objections, getting a grasp at why,
why not and how to. Answers from our international Expert in Science and Tech.
・Dinner: “Meeting with your future”: Anchoring your defined goals through a vivid and fun experience and pull
yourself towards them effortlessly!
Sunday 26 of May
・ “The Five Roles of a Master Herder” (Linda Kohanov), Leaders need Social Intelligent Leadership and
Interpersonal Skills to attract, manage, empower and motivate people in a creative way.
・ “Avant-Garde Spirit”, Equine Assisted Coaching at the stable in Razlog. Take an insight into your Leadership with
the help of horses!
・ “Put your best face forward!”: How to master your image and improve the perception by others? Practice and
advice from our Specialist coming from London.
・Relaxation/Meditation in the company of horses guided by a cellist live performance.
・Final reflection and feedback of the week-end: “What will be your golden nugget?”

- Possibility to extend your stay after the week-end (contact us for Hotel Kempinski special rates).
- Four certified/professional coaches/speakers will lead the program, will be exclusively dedicated to the participants
-

and will ensure a safe environment.
No need for previous horse riding or golf skills!.
Comfortable and adapted to weather conditions casual outdoors clothes are recommended.
Workshops/coaching sessions can be subject to modifications depending on the weather forecast or group needs.
Payment conditions: payments are due 15 days before the workshop; cancellations fees apply.
Contact us for more details: +359 876295611, info@khrisallis.com, www.khrisallis.com
BOOK NOW, JOIN US TO REVEAL YOUR TALENTS, WE ARE LOOKING FORWARD TO WELCOMING YOU!
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Bansko, Bulgaria
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